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Important legal facts and its effects on the LSC-LAGUNA WP2 works

  The LSC does not have its own Geotechnic Department [however we just
    got a Geotechnic Engineer: Jose Jimenez], and therefore the WP2 work has
    to be mostly subcontracted to an outside company (/ies ?).

  The LSC is an Spanish Public institute [It is managed by a Consortium
    between the Spanish Ministry of Science, the Regional Government of
    Aragon and the University of Saragossa].

  It has therefore to follow the Spanish Law for contracts with the State: for
    contracts above 100.000,00 euros (like that for WP2) a public tendering
    procedure has to be followed.

  The tendering procedure will take time since some conditions and legal
    periods have to be fulfilled as detailed in the next slide.

  real geotechnic (et al.) work is expected / aimed-for to
     start by middle March 2009 the earliest (see next slide)
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Rough PLAN and  SCHEDULE for TENDERING procedure

    To start the procedure the money has to be officially in hands of the LSC. Hopefully
      that will happen before end 2008; it is included as income in the 2009 LSC
      accounting (it therefore can not be officially used before 2009)

   The “Call For Tenders” has to appear in the Spanish Government Bulleting (B.O.E.
      “Boletín Oficial del Estado”). We will submit it the earliest possible: first of January
      2009. Expect publication in B.O.E. by Jan. 20th

   The legal period for presentation of offers is 15 days minimum.

   A “Contracting Committe” is formed
        - Meeting 1 (by ~ Feb. 15th): check documentation. There is a legal period of 7
          days for the tenderers to solve mistakes.

        - Meeting 2 (by ~ March. 1st): Read Technical and Economical offers. Analyze and
          evaluate them. Consult to external parties if appropriate.

        - Meeting 3 (no legal requirement for a time period between  meetings 2 & 3, it
          can therefore happen at the same time): decide + communicate results.

   The contract is signed within a 15 days after Meeting 3 (by ~ March. 15th)
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                        The current work by LSC+UAM

 It can be summarize as:
        contact and discuss with potentially interested and capable companies
                                                     ⊗
           prepare the most important document of the “Call for Tenders”:
           the “Technical Requirements and Work to be Done” (TR-WtbD)
 With the dead-line of (see previous slide): TR-WtbD ready by Dec. 31st

 Must specify as well as possible the input imposed and the output wanted
 About output wanted: Andre´ templates
 About input Important information is yet missing (this meeting has been a
   first step) For each detector/technology (more concretization later):
       - general geometry requirements
       - rough approximation to liquid (et al.) storage requirements
       - rough approx. to consumption, cooling (no LArg), etc. requirements

 There is also the issue of “how many” companies should be involved:
   Obviously most of the geothecnic companies are not able to deal with
   services to the Lab. etc., legal, environmental, socio-political issues etc.
      - Shall we force them to find partners and make joint proposals ?
      - Shall we split the work into Geothenic + Others ?
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Some of the basic input data needed in the TR-WtbD document (I)

main detector CAVERN(S)
- how many
- rough  geometry(ies)
- relative positions (if applicable)
- stability requirements
- basics of the interaction with the detector tank; Details is part of the WtbD
  ... in cooperation with Technodyne.

auxiliary CAVERNS (for cryogenic systems, water purification systems,
                                 storage of liquids, electronics hut, control room ... )
- how many
- rough  geometries
- relative positions (between them and w.r.t. main-detector one/s )

access and interconnection TUNNELS
- rough characteristics of main access tunnel
- interconnection tunnels between which-and-which caverns
- rough  geometries
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Some of the basic input data needed in the TR-WtbD document (II)

LIFT/s capability/ies (if needed)
- for transport of personnel: in terms of number of people
- for transport of material (electronics, ancillary equipment): rough
  characteristics of geometry, minimum weight cap., speed ...
- related to the construction of the tank: it is part of the WtbD they have to
  work it out in collaboration with Technodyne

Regular Operation of the Underground Facility
- typical/maximum number of people working underground
- desired temperature at the different caverns
- rough estimate of air volume in underground facility (i.e. not occupied by
  detector tank, storage tanks, others)
- time to change one volume of air of the main-detector cavern / rest of
  underground facility
- special ventilation needs (argon gas leaks et al. )
- crane needs in some of the Caverns
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Some of the basic input data needed in the TR-WtbD document (III)

Regular Operation of the Experiment
- power needed: experiment+electronics+computing+ ....
- liquid flow between caverns or surface-caverns

Surface BUILDINGS (for cryogenic systems, storage of liquids, electronics
                                  hut, control room/s, user offices, meeting rooms ... )
- how many
- rough surface-needed description
- type of connection to the underground facility needed
- special characteristics if any (high resistance floors, large heights ...)

 Others ... may be many
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 Companies which have showed explicit interest

STMR S.L./U.P.V. :
   It has participated in some crucial phases of the construction of the LSC.
GEOCONTROL S.A. :
   Construction of large tunnels and underground facilities for rail-way, metro etc. In
   particular it accredits the design of large caverns for several hydraulic power plants
   both in Spain and Portugal.
GEOCONSULT España S.A. :
   It accredits the design and construction-supervision of large caverns, some with
   volumes of the same order of magnitude as required for LAGUNA.
INGEOSOLUM/PROMINOR:
   Two different companies (engineer/construction) working together in several projects
   of infrastructures for communication in Spain. The “joint-venture” is  lead by one of
   the most experienced geothecnic engineers of PROMINOR.

STMR S.L./U.P.V. : missing (uses repeatedly the secretary as a fire-wall)
GEOCONTROL S.A. : missing (uses repeatedly the secretary as a fire-wall)
GEOCONSULT España S.A. : moderate interest (it takes several attempts but at the
                                         end they do reply)
INGEOSOLUM/PROMINOR: large interest (always instantaneous reply)

 Current  status of contacts with them
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     Caverna 1
28 x 65 x 120 m3

GEOCONSULT España S.A.
- held a meeting in Canfranc on 15/07/09
- prepared a memo stating what they will/will-not do
- relevant example of their works:
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GEOCONSULT Memo specifying  what  from  DoW/Table-3 they will do and
will not do in the event that that the job is assigned to them
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INGEOSOLUM/PROMINOR

- held a meeting in Madrid on 01/08/2008
- they are willing to cover some aspects apart from the geothecnic ones:
  (services to underground facilities, special services, surface buildings,
  safety issues, some of the legal, and others).
- prepared a memo; among other things it lists with some detail the items of
  geotechnic works which may be included in the Feasibility Study:
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Backup Slides
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Notas sobre procedimiento de contratación:
- Comision Ejecutiva 2 MEC, 2 DGA, 2UZ
- Consejo Rector 4 MEC, 4 DGA, 4UZ ha de delegar en SandroB el ser el Organo de
  Contratación (SandroB piensa solicitar reunión para finales nov.)

- Documento de Iniciación de Expediente Administrativo por Consejo Rector:
    - aprobacion licitacion
    - aprobacion gasto maximo
    - aprobación delegación Organo de Contratación en  Sandro B.

- Preparación de pliegos Técnico y Administrativo
- Información de pliegos [abogacia del estado] ... plazos ... ?
  ---> aprender cuanto antes (si no, eventualmente, asesor legal como con el edificio)

- Enviar-publicar en BOE 15 días
- Plazo presentación propuestas mínimo 15 días desde pub. BOE
        mesa de contratacion:
               - 1 Presidente (designado por Organo Contratación): Sandro B.
               - 1 Secretario (designado por Organo Contratación): M. Fatas
               - al menos 4 Vocales: J. Morales, J.A. Villar, A. Calvo, M. Fatas
- Reunión 1 mesa de contratación, apertura sobre A (doc. de solvencia
  administrativa, entre ellos aval provisional), plazo de 7 días para
  aportar documentos subsanables que falten.
- Reunión 2 mesa de contratación, apertura sobre B (propuesta económica)
  y sobre C (propuesta técnica)
- Evaluación propuestas económicas y técnicas
- Reunión 3 mesa de contratación, adjudicación [no hay plazo minimo/maximo entre reunión
  2 y 3 mesas]
- Formalización del contrato (plazo máximo de 15 días)


